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Capital League is a boutique wealth management firm, counted
among India's leading independent financial advisory firms. It is an
all women's team headed by seasoned ex-private bankers

801, DLF Galleria, DLF City Phase IV, Gurgaon
E-mail : info@capitalleague.biz | Website : www.capitalleague.biz
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Da Cunha

The 'Family CFO' to successful families

Why do successful families need 'Family CFOs'?
For exactly the same reasons that successful businesses need good
CFOs.

Edmundo Da Cunha is a
National Award winning
magician who has been
performing professionally
for over 15 years. He
performs his shows in the
unique close up quarter
style of magic which is the
most difficult branch of
magic. He presents a
breathtaking display of
sleight of hand, mind
reading, psychokinesis,
escapes and sophisticated
magic in highly individual
style.
Edmundo hails from Goa
and is a member of US
based International
Brotherhood of Magicians.

Successful Indian families are finding it counter-productive to
individually deal with multiple investment advisors, tax
consultants, accountants, insurance agents, stock brokers and
lawyers for managing their personal wealth. They are increasingly
recognizing the value of a 'Family CFO' – an experienced guide, a
financial coordinator and an advocate who would offer unbiased
advice within the unique context of that family's circumstances and
goals.
As the 'Family CFO', Capital League allows its clients the opportunity
to continue doing what they do best: building wealth, pursuing
hopes and living the life of their dreams.
At Capital League, we have a singular passion – to be client centric –
and that guides everything we do. We believe that our combined
45 years of private banking experience gives us the necessary
expertise to help our clients achieve their wealth protection and
wealth creation objectives.

